











































































































At which of these times is the angle between the minute
hand and the hour hand of a clock equal to 1500

A 9pm B 8pm C 6pm D 5pm E 4pm

The angle between two adjacent hours is 3,620 300
so to create an angle of 150 with the minute hand
at 12 we need the hour hand at 13530 5 hours

apart So either 5pm or 7pm is possible and the

only one of those options which is listed is 5pm
Twelve people and no more can sit evenly spaced
around a large square table Rohan arranges eight
of these square tables in a row to make one long
rectangular table What is the maximum number of
people that can sit evenly spaced around this long
table

Since the table has four sides and the people are

evenly spaced there are 3 people at each side

3 8

3 3

3 8

The total number of people who can sit at

Rohan's table is 2 3 t 2 24 54



















































































A ball and bat cost 90 in total Three balls and two
bats cost 210 in total How much does a bat cost

Let it be the cost of a ball and y be the cost of
a bat Then

icty 90
3kt 2g 210

We perform 3 10
3kt 2g 3 Icty 210 3 90

y Go y 60

So the cost of a bat is 60

It takes 9 litres of paint to cover the surface of the
cube on the left How much paint would it take to cover

the surface of the shape on the right

The surface area of the cube on the left is

3 3 6 54 small squares
We now calculate the surface area of the shape on

the right
The three faces not shown in the diagram are

unaffected so have surface area 3 3 each for a














































































































total contribution of 27 Small squares altogether
When looking at the cube from the top or right or

front we still see a 3 3 area of small cubes so

the surface area contributed by these faces is still

3 3 each for a total of 27 altogether
Hence the surface area of the second shape is

also 54 small squares and it therefore requires
9L of paint
what is 10 of 30 of 50 of 7000

We have
50 of 7000 3500

and
30 of 3500 310 3500

1050

and 104 of 1050 105

Miss Spelling has enough sheets of paper to give each

pupil in her class 3 sheets and have 31 sheets left
over Alternatively she could give each pupil 4 sheets

and have 8 sheets left over How many sheets of
paper does she have

Suppose she has n sheets of paper and there are

p pupils in her class

Then we have



































































































n 3pt 31
n Up 8

So O p 23 p 23 and therefore the number

of sheets of paper she has is

n 3 23 t 31 100

Which of the following nets can be used to build
the partial cube shown in the diagram

The answer is C the holes need to be split across

two faces each and placed diagonally opposite each othe

One angle of an isosceles triangle is 300 Which
of the following could be the difference between the
other two angles
A 300 B Goo c 70 D 80 E 900

Caset Two angles are 300

Then the other angle is 180 Go 1200

so the difference between the other two angles is

120 30 90














































































































Cased The other two angles are equal
then the difference between them is 0

So the answer is 900

A piece of paper in the shape of a regular hexagon
as shown is folded so that the three marked vertices

meet at the centre 0 of the hexagon What is the

shape of the figure that is formed

It's an equilateral triangle because we fold along

the following lines

Four circles of radius 5cm touch the sides of a

square and each other as shown in the diagram
On each side of the square an equilateral triangle
is drawn to form a 4 pointed star What is the
perimeter of the star














































































































The sidelength of the square is twice the diameter

of a circle or four times its radius so the side

length is 20cm This is also the side length of

the equilateral triangle

The perimeter of the star is 8 times the side

length of the triangle that is

8 20 160cm

Joey calculated the sun of the largest and smallest
two digit numbers that are multiples of three Zoe
calculated the sun of the largest and smallest two digit
numbers that are not multiples of three What is the

difference between their answers

Joey's sum is 991 12
Zoe's sum is 981 10
So the difference between their sums is

99 98 t 12 IO 11 2 3














































































































The diagram shows a rectangle ABCD in which A13 1
metre and AD 4 metres The points E and G are the
midpoints of AD and AB and the points f and H
are the midpoints of AE and AG What is the area

of the shaded rectangle

Since A13 1 we have AG z and HG 4

Since AD _4 we have AE 2 and F E 1

Hence the area of the shaded rectangle is

4 x I 1 m2
4

The tens digit of a two digit number is three more

than the units digit When this two digit number is
divided by the sum of its digits the answer is 7

remainder 3 What is the sum of the digits of the
two digit number
Suppose the units digit is A Then the tens digit
is At3
The sum of the digits is 2A 3 and the number
itself is 1011 3 t A 10 At 30 t A 11A 30














































































































We have
11A 30 712A 1 3 t 3

14A t 21 t 3

14A t 24

So 3A 6 A _2

and hence the sum of the digits is

2 21 3 7

How many different cubes are there with three faces
coloured red and three faces coloured blue
The three red faces can share a vertex or be

placed in a line so the answer is 2

LT

F'Is EI
sharing vertex placed in line

To prove that no other configurations exist pick two

faces of the cube to be red If they share an edge

then the third face will share an edge with one or

both of them If they don't share an edge then any

other face chosen must share an edge with both of

them
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The diameter of the circle shown is 10cm The circle
passes through the vertices of a large rectangle which
is divided into 16 identical smaller rectangles What is
the perimeter of the shape drawn with a dark line

Consider the triangle below Since the angle at the

circumference is 900 the hypotenuse must be a

diameter of the circle














































































































If the length of a diagonal of a small rectangle
is then we have

4x to x I
2

The perimeter of the shape is made up of 8

diagonals of the smaller rectangles so its length is

8 52 4 5 20cm

The diagram shows part of a river which has two

islands in it There are six bridges linking the islands
and the two banks as shown Leonhard goes to a walk

every day in which he walks over each bridge exactly
once He always starts at point A goes first over

bridge 1 and always finishes at point B What is the
maximum number of days that he can walk without
repeating the order in which he crosses the bridges

He has to start with bridge 1 and finish with

bridge 5

Suppose the second bridge he takes is bridge 2 Then














































































































he must take bridge 6 next and then he can take
either 3 then 4 or 4 then 3 So there are 2

possible routes

Suppose the second bridge he takes is bridge 3 Then
he can either go 6 2 4 or 4 2 6 so there are

2 possible routes
Suppose the second bridge he takes is bridge 4 Then
he can either go 3 Z G or G 2 3 So there are 2
possible routes
Hence the maximum number of days he can walk
without repeating the order is 2 2 2 6
The square ABCD consists of four congruent
rectangles arranged around a central square The
perimeter of each of the rectangles is 40cm What is
the area of the Square ABCD

Suppose the rectangles have sides of length x and

y














































































































then the side length of the big square is rety and so

its area is Cxty
The perimeter of a rectangle is 2kt 2g So

2Cuty 40 xty 20

and therefore the area of the square ABCD is

20 400 cm

When Ellen went to the shop she found she could
spend all her money on 6 cans of Cola and 7
Croissants or 8 cans of Cola and 4 Croissants
If she decided to buy only croissants how many
could she buy
Suppose a cola costs x and a croissant costs y
Then

6kt 7y 8x they
2x 3g
x 31

2

So but 7 y 613 t 7y

9y t 7 y
16g

and therefore she could buy 16 croissants














































































































Adam Bill and Chris went swimming 15 times last summer

Adam paid for everyone eight times and Bill paid for

everyone 7 times At the end of the summer Chris

calculated that he owed 30 How should he split this
between Adam and Bill so that each has paid the
same amount

Since Chris owed 30 for 15 trips each time cost
2

The cost for all three of them for one visit
is 6
Since Adam paid 8 times he spent a total of
8 6 48
Since Bill paid 7 times he spent a total of
7 6 42

Suppose Chris gives Adam f x Then he gives
Bill 30 x We want

48 X 42 30 x

12 t x

36 2K

x 18

Hence he should give Adam 18 and Bill 12














































































































The diagram shows five congruent right angled
isosceles triangles What is the total area of the

triangles

Since the triangles are congruent their bases are

all the same length which is 3 6cm

Since the triangles are isosceles their other two
sides have the same length and so by Pythagoras

6 222 36
x x 18
7
2C

So the area of one triangle is

x base x height Lz x

tax 18
9

and therefore the total area is

9 5 45 cuz














































































































n Carl's pencil case there are nine pencils At least
one of the pencils is blue In any group of four
pencils at least two have the same colour In any

group of five pencils at most three have the same

colour How many pencils are blue
There must be at most three colours since in any
group of four there are at least two pencils of the
same colour

There must be at most three pencils of each colour
Suppose that there are at least four pencils of a single
colour Then a group of five containing those four would

contradict the second condition

So there must be three pencils of each of three
colours in the pencil case We know there is at least
one blue pencil so the number of blue pencils is 3

Lewis drives from London to Brighton at an average
speed of 60mph On the way back he gets stuck in

traffic and his average speed is only 4omph What is his
average speed for the whole journey
Suppose the distance travelled is d that Lewis takes time

t on the first journey and time t on the return trip
We have

go It ti Go

and 40 I tz I
tr 40














































































































The total distance travelled is Zd and the total time
taken is

Etd IT
So the average speed for the whole journey was

21
ft

48 mph

In the sum below a b and c stand for different digits
abc
acb t

c 4A

What is the value of atbtc
Suppose that there is no carry from the units column

Then ctb a and in the tens column btc 4 9 4

Now in the hundreds column we have c Za 8 But

this is a problem since 8th 4 with no carry sum

in the units column So there must be a carry
from the units column

Then Ctb at 10 and in the tens column

I t b t c 4 t 10 there will be a

carry since btc 10

btc 13

So a 3














































































































In the hundreds column

C 2atl

2 31 1

7

So b 13 7 6 and therefore

at btc 31 61 7 16














































































































The lengths of three adjacent sides of a quadrilateral
are equal The angle between the first and second of
these sides is 60 and the angle between the second and
of these sides is 1000 What is the largest angle of
the quadrilateral

Draw a diagram A
60Ti

D B

C

Construct a line between vertices B and D

A
60TI

D B

C

since AB AD we have LABD LADB

180 60

600

and hence SABD is equilateral














































































































A

D
607

i fo B

C

since LABE 1000 we have LDBC 100 60 400

Also BD BC so LBDC LBCD

180 40

700
A

Gd To BD 70 40L

Eo

So the four angles of the quadrilateral are

600
601 40 1000
700
601 70 130

and hence the largest angle is 130














































































































The whole numbers from 1 to 2016 inclusive are

written on a blackboard Moritz underlines all the
multiples of two in red all the multiples of three
in blue and all the multiples of four in green
How many numbers does Moritz underline exactly twice

The numbers he underlines exactly twice will be one

of the following

A Multiples of 2 and 3 but not 4
B Multiples of 2 and 4 but not 3

Note that it is impossible for a number to be a

multiple of 3 and 4 but not 2

Casett We are looking for numbers which are

multiples of 6 but not 12

We have 2016 6 336 So there are 336 multiples
of 6 in the given range
Also 2016 12 168 so there are 168 multiples of 12
in the given range
Hence the number of multiples of 6 which aren't
multiples of 12 is 336 168 168
CaseBe We are looking for numbers which are multiples
of 4 but not 12
We have 2016 4 504 So there are 504 multiples
of 4 in the given range


























terce the number of multiples of 4 which aren't

multiples of 12 is 504 168 336

So the number of values that Moritz underlines
exactly twice is

1681 336 504


